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with authentic American Pale Ale (APA) yeast for
the most part. As a whole, would anyone agree that
all of the other yeast labled yeast strains aren't as

good as the APA yeast? I think they are more
reliable, but I also think this is a bit like the author
said " your story sucks.". I have to agree with the

first poster in that the whole thing is a bit of a
waste. I'm not sure why we're talking about
efficiency when there are already so many

dedicated websites devoted to talking about the
very same things. It seems like the author has

taken some sort of personal interest and I can see
why, but he's a bit self-absorbed and a little self-

righteous. For people who are taking interest in the
hobby are limited by money and you're only going
to get a piece of the whole or nothing at all. That's

something you need to get over with. The rest of us
aren't going to listen. Good luck, though. I just
might be biased but I don't think those other 2

yeasts are any better than the AB or US-05. Having
said that, I do have an interesting thing to add. My

mother in law was thinking of purchasing a new
kegerator after her previous one died. My wife and I

talked her out of it and suggested that she buy a
used kegerator that could double as a washer/
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